Show Your Code

2/5/2009
Opening Discussion

• In class code.

• Minute essay comments
  – Semicolon after if statement.
  – Different actions for different people. Making them behave differently.
  – Once the person “enters the house”, can we move him to make him reappear?
  – What does null mean?
  – Can you accelerate motion if key is pressed harder?
More Comments

- Getting multiple keys at once. Delay in getKey() because it returns most recently pressed key.
- Difference between == and .equals().
- If we didn't do “String key=Greenfoot.getKey()” we would have to use Greenfoot.getKey() every place we used key.
- In two weeks we could make the person go to a house wherever it is.
Show Your Code

- It is time for nine lucky people to show us their code.
Playing with our Person

- Using the isKeyDown(String key) method.
- Having multiple people in the city.
- Trying to get a second “player”.
Minute Essay

- Next week we will do loops. Is there anything you would like to see us start doing as an example?
- Remember that the second quiz is on Monday.